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Many injured people feel reluctant to give away 1/3 up to 1/2 of their total injury settlements to

attorneys, that often do not listen and do not return calls. Thousands and thousands of people

successfully settle their own claims every day; hundreds of thousands each year. This book is an

in-depth guide to help walk you through the entire claims process. It details how insurance

companies work, think and evaluate claims; giving you a virtual insider view to how claims are

handled. This book details doctor selection, medical treatment and compiling records as well as

crafting your own settlement demand, with a detailed sample given. Also included are important

techniques on how to deal with, and negotiate with, insurance companies. This book details how to

bring the claim to resolution, for the maximum amount possible.  A very important point covered in

this book is one that is rarely covered in other books, or frankly by many attorneys. This point helps

to illustrate that just as important as receiving the maximum settlement possible, is RETAINING as

much of that settlement as possible. Medical charges are often large and can eat up a large portion

of a settlement. This book covers in detail vital ways that you can reduce or lower bill and medical

charges through a number of techniques, so that you keep as much of your settlement as possible.

Many attorneys do not worry much about this, the "back end" of the claim (AFTER the settlement

occurs), since they are paid a fee from the gross settlement amount, and this just represents more

work for them for essentially no more money. However, injured parties ARE worried about bill

reductions, because this DIRECTLY affects how much the injured party walks away with. Also

included in this book is an appendix which has a detailed settlement demand sample, a listing of

numerous insurance company regional and home offices, and the book details how to use this

information to help you if your settlement negotiations stall.This book is a vital tool and resource for

anyone handling their own claim, and a steal at the price it sells for. Many people have reported that

this resource tool added thousands and thousands of dollars to their ultimate settlement; literally

thousands of times what they paid for the book. This book was crafted by a team with decades of

work in the personal injury legal field, and was inspired from watching people inadvertently

negatively impact their own cases because of a lack of knowledge or negotiation skills. Often, what

occurs in the first few weeks of an accident claim is vital and can affect the entire claim and claim

value after that. This book also incorporates workman's compensation claims, and how sometimes

injured parties can have BOTH claims at once (a workman's compensation claim as well as a

personal injury case). This book details how to handle that scenario as well and how to resolve it for

the maximum amount possible. This book is an excellent resource, and not only helps for those who

have ALREADY had an accident; but also makes for vital reading for everyone, and helps to



educate people BEFORE an accident happens so they can avoid many common and costly

mistakes. This book also makes a fine gift.
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